AQUAROAD

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCT

USE: Waterbased, one component, unbeaded traffic paint of the A2 type, based on pure acrylic resin and titanium dioxide. Aquaroad respects the environment and the applicator. The product can be used in urban or in linear conditions.

FEATURES: Very good hardness, elasticity and adherence. Excellent resistance to abrasion.

SUBSTRATES: Traffic Paint for concrete and asphalt.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

PREPARATION OF THE SUBSTRATE: The substrate has to be dry, degreased, brushed or recovered by traffic paint

APPLICATION CONDITIONS: Outdoor: by dry weather
Ambient temperature: > 10° C
R.H.: 50 to 60 %

APPLICATION MEANS: Brush or airless (019 – 025)

DILUTION: Ready for use

CLEANING OF TOOLS: Water

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

- **Aquaroad + beads** : Apply 500 to 700 g/m² and sprinkle the beads gradually at coverage of 300 g/m²;
- **Sandwich system** : Apply 300 g/m² of Aquaroad and sprinkle the beads gradually at a coverage of 300 g/m². Then apply again 300 g/m² of Aquaroad;
- **Multilayer system** : Apply 300 g/m² of Aquaroad and sprinkle the beads gradually at coverage of 300 g/m². Then apply again 300 g/m² of Aquaroad and sprinkle again the beads at coverage of 300 g/m².

Remark: On new surfaces apply first a thin coat of Aquaroad (150 to 200 g/m²), wait for 15 to 20 minutes and then apply one of the above mentioned systems.
TECHNICAL DATA

FINISH: Flat and anti-slip

COLOURS: White

SOLIDS CONTENT: In weight: ca. 75 %
In volume: ca. 61 %

VOC CONTENT: Max 55g/L

DENSITY: Ca. 1.55

FLASH POINT: N.A

VISCOSITY: +/- 90 KU (Krebs)

DRYING TIME: On touch: 30 minutes (laboratory wheel)

PACKING: 5 Kg - 30 Kg

STORAGE STABILITY: 12 months: keep away from heat and frost

SAFETY DATA

The safety data sheet is available on request.

These specifications are given for information. Since the manufacturer is not able to check the right application of the products, he cannot accept any responsibility for it. This technical data sheet replaces all previous editions.